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Welcome to the 2021 National Storytelling Conference
& Festival – Connected: Across the Divide!
We are so glad that you have chosen to join us! Whether you
consider yourself a performer or someone who uses storytelling in
another field, the last year has been difficult for almost everyone.
Those of us who perform have been separated from our audiences
and fellow performers. The 2020 Connected Conference and Festival
helped to prepare us to perform online, and gave us a chance to
connect with and learn from a diverse, international mix of tellers.
This year, as our schools, libraries, community centers, senior living
facilities, daycare centers, businesses, places of worship, and theaters
reopen, we are faced with a new set of challenges. National debates
on policing, safety, discrimination, immigration, vaccines, equity,
health, racism, transgender rights, and so much more threaten to
pull us apart - pitting one side or political ideology against the other.
Storytellers are uniquely skilled for this moment of polarization.
Storytelling is a powerful tool to help bridge differences with compassion and empathy. Stories
help us see the humanity in one another, understand motivations, and appreciate similarities
and differences. During this year’s annual conference, we will be exploring ways that story and
storytelling help us reach across the divides that separate us. The Conference Planning Committee
has carefully selected workshops, performance showcases, panel discussions, master classes, and
keynotes to inspire you to look within yourself, stretch beyond your comfort zone, engage in new
ways, and leave with powerful tools for connection - all from the comfort of your own home.
We welcome you - storyteller, story listener, artist, creator, healer, teacher, truth-teller - to our circle.
Our hope is that this 5-day, internationally collaborative program, will encourage us all to reflect,
grow, and be inspired. May we open our hearts and minds to crossing the divides that separate us
from our fellow humans.
This year, we are using a new platform, Open Water, to help streamline your conference experience.
As always, the staff is here to assist you when needed, but we also have a wide variety of options to
help you troubleshoot any problems you encounter. Find out more about how to login and connect
here: https://storytelling-virtual.secure-platform.com/a
The National Storytelling Network is a place for all who tell stories
to explore, celebrate, inspire, and connect. We are proud, as a
membership organization, to create a space in which constructive
conversations can take shape. May this conference and festival be the
beginning of many conversations that help us all become connected
across divides and heal our collective wounds.
Welcome to Connected 2021. We are so glad you are here, and can’t
wait to see you online.
Katie Knutson
Chair, NSN Board of Directors

#NSNStoryCon
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About NSN
NSN - The National Storytelling Network
(https://storynet.org) is an international
community of storytellers who bring
storytelling into diverse settings across the
world. Established in 1975, the National
Storytelling Network is comprised of
approximately 1,000 individuals and
affiliated organizations. The National
Storytelling Conference is NSN’s vehicle
for bringing this international community
together once a year. Like our members,
the conference moves to different regions,
providing an array of workshops for new
initiates and longtime storytellers to network
and hone their skills.
NSN is located in the burgeoning, vibrant
arts center of Kansas City, Missouri. Our
home and partnership with the awardwinning Mid-Continent Public Library
System, and its Woodneath Library Story
Center facilitates member engagement and
allows us to develop synergies that will
further NSN’s international presence within
arts communities at all levels.

Vision

A world in which all people value the power of
storytelling and its ability to connect, inspire, and
instill respect within our hearts and communities.

Mission

The National Storytelling Network is a membership
organization made up of individuals and
organizations involved in storytelling. Its mission
is to advance all forms of storytelling within the
community through promotion, advocacy and
education.

Values

• Responsive Innovation: Continuous adaptation
of our work in response to changing and
community needs.
• Cultural Awareness and Engagement: Sensitivity
and respect for diverse individuals and
communities
• Inclusion: Advancement of equity by elevating
underrepresented voices.
• Collaboration: Employing the power of
storytelling as a way to support the missions of
our partnering organizations.
• Integrity: We act with transparency, honesty and
sincerity.

National Storytelling Network Partners
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How to access your sessions and navigate
NSN’s conference platform, OpenWater

Guide for Attendees

The Gallery
Sessions Gallery is the Hallway to your
conference
●

You will be able to login using your registered
email:
https://storytelling-virtual.secure-platform.com/a/organizations/mai
n/home

●

Gallery is the “Hallway” to your conference. In
the gallery you will be able to browse through
the schedule and ﬁnd the session you will be
presenting in.

#NSNStoryCon
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Logging into the Gallery
Using your registered email to log into the gallery
1.
2.
3.

Select Login
Enter your registered email and click Sign in
You will receive and email with your login link

Joining Your Session
●
●
●
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First go to the conference schedule by click Sessions then
Live Sessions
Find your session and select the Title of the session.
On the left side of the screen is your Session Information. On
the right side of the screen is where you will be able to join
your meeting.
○
As an attendee you will be able to join your session at
the oﬃcial start time
○
At the appropriate start time, a button will appear that
says JOIN MEETING. Click to join the session

#NSNStoryCon

Camera Views
●

All attendees can control their own camera views.

●

There are two main camera views
○
Active Speaker view: Only the person who is currently speaking will be displayed.
○
Gallery Grid View: All active cameras will be displayed.

●

To change the view ﬁnd the Speaker Control Strip at the top right of the screen (only appears when there is more than
one active camera)
Gallery Grid View
Active Speaker View

Zoom Chat
●
●
●

●

The Chat feature can be used to communicate with hosts and other attendees.
To access the chat feature, select the Chat icon in your Zoom toolbar.
Depending on your meeting settings, you will be able to either chat with Everyone or Privately Message
other attendees.
You can use the Chat feature to also upload files

#NSNStoryCon
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Launch Chat

Use the Launch Chat feature to chat and network with
others outside of Zoom!
●
●
●
●
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Select Launch Chat
Create a chat proﬁle
Join different chat topics on the left side of the chat window
Follow this link to ﬁnd more information about the networking &
chat tool
https://help.getopenwater.com/en/articles/4464640-networkingand-chat-lounge-overview-video

#NSNStoryCon

NSN Donors and Volunteers

NSN would like to give a special thanks to our 2020-2021 donors. Your donations make a difference
in what NSN can contribute to the growth of storytelling. The generosity of donors has been the
lifeblood of NSN and it is our donors that have kept NSN moving forward toward our yearly goals.
Thank you!
CONFERENCE DONORS
Angela Lloyd
Arlyn Hackett
Charles Wasserott
Connie Pottle
Darren Killen, MD
David Elliott
Elizabeth Liebe Gray
Erin O’Neil
Mary Gay Ducey
Heather Forest
Howard Lieberman
Jiaan Powers
Jo Radner
Joanne Odenthal

Judy Allton
Judy Sierra
Juliana Person
Kristin Pedemonti
Laura Lee Hayes
Lauren Mattoe
Li-Anne Rowswell Mufson
Marjorie Shaefer
Michael Nelson
Michelle King
Mike Lockett
Nancy Allen Wolter
Nancy Newlin
Oye Palaver Hut Vera Ya-Anna

Paddy Lynn
PRO SIG
Rachael Harrington
Sally Rogers
Sandra Aguirre-Magana
Sandra Measels
Shalini BajajSurve
Shelley Gotterer
Sue Mirkin
Susan Schueller
Susan Scott-Stevens
Timothy Morgenthaler
Via Goode

NSN SUSTAINING DONORS
Special thanks to our NSN Sustaining Donors who make a regular monthly donation. You can
become one too! Just ask a member of the NSN staff or Board of Directors for more information.
Bob Johnson
Kate Dudding
Nancy Self
Cora Newcomb
Kay Weeden
Pete Griffin
Darrin Crow
Marilyn Kinsella
Sara Armstrong
Doris Feyling
Mary Hamilton
Steven Potter
Ellen Munds
Max Reinhart
Tim Ereneta
Jo Radner
CONFERENCE VOLUNTEERS
NSN would like to thank everyone who contributed
their time and effort in the planning and execution of
this year’s Connected Conference. Your contributions
of time and effort truly make a difference! Without
our wonderful volunteers the National Storytelling
Conference would not be possible.
Due to the publishing schedule of this program book,
we are not able to list the names of all our volunteers.
However we do not want to miss the opportunity to
say a heart-felt THANK YOU to each and every one
of them for contributing to its success.
#NSNStoryCon
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Please help us thank those who have generously contributed to help make the 2021 National
Storytelling Conference possible. Without Conference Sponsors, Donors, and Volunteers the National
Storytelling Conference wouldn’t be possible.
Please note: Sponsorships and donations may still be coming in at the time of publishing this program book.
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We teach
to tell...

...and tell
to teach
#NSNStoryCon
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A creative writing toolkit
from pros

Musings of a wildlife biologist

A family storytelling handbook

Learn more at www.parkhurstbrothers.com

A handbook for tellers of scary
Page 11
stories
in a variety of settings

A seminal guide to remixing,
fracturing, and twisting stories

An alternative to the hero’s
journey
for healing and
#NSNStoryCon
affirming

#NSNStoryCon
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Joyce Slaterwww.slatertales.com
Joyce Slater has stories for everyone from pre-school participation stories
through personal experiences for adults. Her specialties are ghost/scary tales
and traditional fairytales and folktales. Puppets accompany her with songs
and tales of their own. She is a workshop leader and a storytelling coach for
other storytellers, public speakers and actors and she teaches oral storytelling
and writing in the charter schools in KCMO.

Create, Share, Connect at
the Home of The National
Storytelling Network
Established in 2013 in the nation’s
heartland, The Story Center at
Mid-Continent Public Library’s
Woodneath Library Center offers
unique services that empower
people to create stories, share
those stories, and connect with
the stories of others.
• Monthly Story Swap
• Speaker Series with
acclaimed authors
• Workshops for
storytellers
• Storytelling performances
We are proud to be the home
of the National Storytelling
Network’s headquarters.

For information and
to plan your visit:

mystorycenter.org

8900 NE Flintlock Road
Kansas City, MO 64157

Access Storytelling
13455

#NSNStoryCon
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The purpose of the Producers & Organizers Special Interest Group
(PRO SIG) of the National Storytelling Network (NSN) is to
encourage cooperation, networking and support among organizers
within the NSN and to foster the professional growth of the
individual members of this special interest group.
Learn more and join PRO by visiting:
https://storynet.org/groups/pro/producers-and-organizers-pro/
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Polsinelli proudly supports
The National Storytelling Network’s
Summer Connected Conference for
its work fostering diversity and inclusion
in the legal profession and in the
communities it serves.

diversity elevates business
Our attorneys are dedicated to
promoting equality, diversity of ideas
and diversity in perspective.

real challenges. real answers.SM
Am Law 100 firm with
900 attorneys nationwide
21 offices from LA to NY
170+ services/industries
polsinelli.com

The choice of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely upon advertisements. Polsinelli PC, Polsinelli LLP in California.

#NSNStoryCon
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NSN Board of Directors
Executive Committee
Katie Knutson
Chair
katie@storynet.org
VACANT
Vice-Chair
Gary Kuntz
Secretary
secretary@storynet.org
Cora Newcomb
Finance Chair
coranewcomb1@gmail.com
Regional Directors
VACANT
Mid-Atlantic
Cora Newcomb
Southeast
coranewcomb1@gmail.com
Fran Stalling
South Central
fran.stallings@icloud.com

Appointed
Julie M. Baker
jmmmmbaker@gmail.com
Howard Lieberman
howard@storynet.org
Monique Chandler
monique@storynet.org
Loren Niemi
Chair Emeritus
niemistory@gmail.com
Office Staff
Danni Altman-Newell
Director of Operations and
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Media & Communications
Coordinator
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Richard Thompson
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Coordinator
richard@storynet.org

Marilyn McPhie
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mmcphie@gmail.com

Jennifer Pahl Otto
North Central
Jennifer.Pahl.Otto@gmail.com
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Healing Story Alliance
Dues $25/year
Lani Peterson
lani@lanipeterson.com
& Heather Forest
heather@storyarts.org
Producers and Organizers
Dues $25/year
Lisa Overholser
overholserl@missouri.edu
Storytelling in Organizations
Dues $25/year
Julienne Ryan
jryan@jryanpartners.com
Youth, Educators and
Storytellers Alliance
Dues $25/year
Sarah Beth Nelson
voxfabularum@gmail.com
Discussion Groups
The Fairy Tale Lobby
Megan Hicks
meganhicks1@verizon.net
Mary Grace Ketner
mgk@talesandlegends.net
https://fairytalelobby.
wordpress.com/
Environmental Storytelling
Fran Stallings
fran.stallings@icloud.com
Pete Griffin
tongasstrails@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/
ecotelling07/

Debra Olson-Tolar
Western
storytolar@gmail.com
VACANT
Northeast

Special Interest Groups

Staff Support
Robert Johnson
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rcjohnsn@comcast.net

Interfaith
Gert Johnson
grsjohnson@aol.com
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Randel McGee
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Connecticut
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VACANT
District of Columbia
Vera Oye’ Yaa-Anna
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Jill Swenson
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Jeff Gere
#NSNStoryCon

NSN State Liaisons
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New York - Upstate East
VACANT
New York - Upstate West
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North Carolina
Nancy Reeder
North Dakota
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Ohio
Joyce Geary
Oklahoma
Valerie Kimball
Oregon
Holly Robison
Pennsylvania
Charles Kiernan
Rhode Island
Jeanne M. Donato
South Carolina
Rodger Ellingwood
South Dakota
VACANT
Tennessee
Judy Baker
Texas
Jaye McLaughlin
Utah
Nannette Watts
Vermont
Claudia HearsCrow
Virginia
Miriam Nadel
Washington - At-Large
Rebecca Hom
Washington - Seattle Area
Susy Irwin
West Virginia
W.I. “Bill” Hairston
Wisconsin
Jean Andrew
Wyoming
Michelle King
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General Information

FIRST TIME CONFERENCE ATTENDEES
Welcome to the National Storytelling Conference! We are thrilled to have
you join us. This is a great opportunity for you to grow as a member of the
storytelling community. We have incorporated various structured, and
open, opportunities for networking and social gathering throughout the
Conference. We hope you make the most of your time with us and we look
forward to seeing you again at a future NSN event!
REGISTRATION
Registration will be available through July 21st. Registration may not be
guaranteed after the closing date. Please contact the NSN office at events@
storynet.org with any questions.
NSN IS ECO-FRIENDLY!
NSN recognizes the importance of protecting the environment
and we are committed to being an eco-friendly and sustainable
organization. Should you prefer to print this program, please
consider limiting your page count to only those you need and
printing double-sided in greyscale. Please keep Mother Earth in mind and
recycle any materials collected and printed throughout the conference.
PHOTO RELEASE
Photographs may be taken at the 2021 National Storytelling Conference for
use in promotional materials. By registering for one or more Conference
events, you agree to allow NSN to use your photo.
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General Information

ACCESSIBILITY
NSN is committed to making the entire Conference accessible to all
individuals, including those with disabilities, and strives to ensure
that everyone may full participate in the Conference. Should you need
additional support, have accessibility questions, or would like to speak to an
NSN staff member, please contact us at events@storynet.org. It may not be
possible to provide certain accommodations when requests are made at the
Conference.
CLOSED CAPTIONING
Closed captioning will be available for every session via an automated live
transcription service provided by Zoom. Please note: while this technology
is proficient, it is not perfect. Please excuse any errors in captioning. Edited
transcriptions will be available after the conference for review. To request a
final transcription, contact Erin@storynet.org. To learn more about Zoom’s
closed captioning services, please visit https://bit.ly/3xB6JoK.

#NSNStoryCon
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General Information

NSN AUCTION
The money raised by this auction will help NSN be financially secure and able to achieve its vision
of a world in which all people value the power of storytelling and its ability to connect, inspire, and
instill respect within our hearts and communities.
The auction will officially open Wednesday, July 21 at 8:30am. You can view and bid on the available
items at https://www.32auctions.com/nsn-summer21. Throughout the Conference peruse the
treasures and place your bid!
The auction will end at 10:00pm on Monday, July 26.
SPONSORS
NSN is excited to welcome several new sponsors to the Conference this year! Our new sponsor
friends will be set up in the Resource Room/Marketplace area for your networking convenience.
Please make sure to stop and visit with each of our sponsors.
Youth, Educators And Storytellers (YES)
The goal of YES is to inspire and nurture storytelling by and for youth,
from preschool through college. Through YES, youth storytellers are
meeting kindred spirits. Educators are discovering that storytelling actively
engages students in learning. Full-time storytellers are learning about
education standards, curriculum needs, and how students learn, all through
participating memberships in YES. Join us as we create and find new directions in the effort to
discover what storytelling can offer today’s youth. We will give you the tools to accomplish great
things with young people. Tomorrow’s storytellers need you today!
Parkhurst Brothers Publishers - Marion, MI
Parkhurst Brothers Publishers is a book company active in the storytelling movement.
Our authors are active storytellers, including Elizabeth Ellis, Loren Niemi, Kevin Cordi,
and Lyn Ford. Check out our online catalog at www.parkhurstbrothers.com.
Polsinelli Law Firm
Polsinelli is an Am Law 100 firm with 900 attorneys in 21 offices
nationwide. Recognized by legal research firm BTI Consulting as one
of the top firms for excellent client service and client relationships,
the firm’s attorneys provide value through practical legal counsel infused with business insight, and
focus on health care, financial services, real estate, intellectual property, middle-market corporate,
labor and employment and business litigation.
Mid-Continent Public Library
Mid-Continent Public Library is a consolidated library district and tax-supported
political subdivision that serves nearly 800,000 people in the greater Kansas City metro
area. The Library is governed by a 12-member Board of Trustees, which includes four
representatives from each of the three counties in its district—Clay, Jackson, and Platte.
For over 50 years, MCPL has been striving to provide customers with the best possible
library experience.
Page 27
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General Information
NATIONAL STORYTELLING CONFERENCE GRAND SLAM
You are invited to participate in the 2021 National Storytelling Conference Grand Slam. Ten winners
from this season will compete for the grand prize - we need YOU to help decide the winners. There
are two preliminary qualifying Slams and the final Grand Slam. All types of stories may be told –
traditional and personal but must be told in the first person (no props and no reading from the page)
and the five-minute stories need to relate to the Conference theme - Across the Divide.
Each slam will have timekeepers, scorekeepers and a no-nonsense host. The Grand Slam will include
a total of ten participants. Qualifiers do not need to tell the same story in the final. Cash prizes
awarded for 1st, 2nd and 3rd place winners during the Grand Slam.
Qualifying Slam #1
Qualifying Slam #2
Grand Slam

Friday, July 16 at 7:00pm
Saturday, July 17 at 7:00pm
Saturday, July 24 at 7:00pm

Hosted by Tracey Segarra
Hosted by Sufian Zhemukhov
Hosted by Jessica Piscitelli Robinson

Thanks to our generous sponsor, Parkhurst Brothers Publishers, winners will also receive a
complimentary book of their choosing from https://www.parkhurstbrothers.com/.

#NSNStoryCon
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General Information

ONLINE ETIQUETTE
As a courtesy to presenters, performers, and other attendees, please remain muted when not actively
participating and be cognizant of when your camera is on. We recommend full presence when
engaging with sessions, however, if you have the need to multi-task, please keep your camera off to
avoid distracting others.While live posting on social media from sessions is generally encouraged for
those who cannot be in attendance, please be respectful of the varying level of comfort of presenters,
performers and other participants.
Conference WORKSHOP EVALUATIONS
NSN greatly appreciates feedback from all attendees. Five minutes after the beginning of each
learning session, a short workshop evaluation will be made available. Please provide your feedback
on the workshops you attend; your feedback will help us make the Conference programming even
better next year!
POST-Conference EVALUATION
An overall Conference evaluation will be emailed to all registered participants following the end of
the Conference. Please make sure to take a moment to evaluate each learning session. An opportunity
to evaluate the content and presenter or performer of every event attended will be included as part of
the post-Conference evaluation process.
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2021 NSN ORACLE Awards

Welcome to the National Storytelling Network Oracle Awards Ceremony
of 2021. Each year since 1995 our community has gathered to honor
those who have spread the joy, innovation, and timeless importance
of storytelling within North American and beyond. We celebrate those
moving storytelling into the future while assuring its continued relevance
in the unbroken line from storytellers from the ancient world. We celebrate
them all with gratitude and jubilation, we praise them as light bearers,
exemplars, visionaries and inspired artists.
The Oracle Awards are national, even international in scope The Story Bridges Award recognizes
those who cross oceans to seek commonality among disparate cultures. The Talking Leaves Award
honors authors, editors, collaborators and translators who contribute to the breadth and depth
of story collections, commentary, interpretation and archives. Circle of Excellence recipients are
chosen for their artistry and invention, acknowledged by their peers as masters. The additional
awards for Lifetime Achievement, Distinguished National Service join all awardees reaching and
telling wherever they land All awardees teach and tell wherever they land, leaving countless new
storytellers and stories wherever they land. Our awards reveal our hopes and dreams.
In this unsettling time of disputes, perils and division, storytellers work to settle, to encompass, to
embrace the essence of story.
Regional Awards given within the 7 NSN regions of the United States and the unincorporated
territories mirror our founding as a membership organization: A national nonprofit that sees the
value and influence of those who work within states and US territories. A multitude of storytellers
at work within communities and professions that fill the urgent need for stories, storytellers, story
listeners and welcoming schools, businesses, governments where storytellers go each day, each week,
each month each year. To schools and libraries where the tiniest listeners gather close to hear ancient
narratives, and fresh new tales, to churches with gifted preachers, to parks, to commons to ply their
magic and honorable trade There are dancing storytellers, singing storytellers, storytellers with
scissors and string, storytellers who use the desert sands to speak and draw stories. Stories in the
languages of the First Nations, the sharp rhythms of rap, or hymns through countless dialects, patois,
poetry, sign language; these stories hop and jump across the divide of history, race, and opportunity
to spin an endless narrative. It never stops; it never ceases. It can’t.
This is who we are. This is what we celebrate; this is what we honor. Both Oracle Awardees and
Regional Recipients, are, our gifted practitioners, our Seers. Let us Praise them now. Thank them
now. Let their accomplishments inspire us to claim our essential place. We are storytellers. This
world needs our honored recipients every day. It needs us too. Now.
MaryGay Ducey
Chair, ORACLE Award Committee
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NSN ORACLE Awards
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
The Lifetime Achievement Award is presented to individuals in the storytelling community who
have dedicated their lives to the art form of storytelling and who have demonstrated meritorious
service to the National Storytelling Network, as well as to the community of storytellers at large.
The individuals who are awarded are those who have expanded public awareness of the art of
storytelling by virtue of their preservation of traditional art forms or the significant originality of their
body of work.
No 2021 Recipients

CIRCLE OF EXCELLENCE AWARD
The Circle of Excellence Award recognizes master
storytellers who set the standards for excellence and
have demonstrated, over a significant period of time, a
commitment and dedication to the art of storytelling.

DISTINGUISHED NATIONAL SERVICE AWARD
The Distinguished National Service Award is presented to those individuals, members or groups
who contribute their time and energy in an exemplary manner on the national level to forward the
work of the National Storytelling Network.

#NSNStoryCon
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NSN ORACLE Awards

TALKING LEAVES AWARD
The Talking Leaves Award is presented to those members of our community who have made
outstanding contributions to the literary body of storytelling as authors, editors or collectors.

INTERNATIONAL STORYBRIDGE AWARD
The International StoryBridge Award recognizes the exemplary work, dedication, and spirit of
those individuals or groups that promote the art of storytelling in their own country or promote the
building of bridges between their country and other countries through the use of storytelling and/or
storytelling events.
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NSN ORACLE Awards

REGIONAL EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Regional Excellence Awards recognize the creativity,
professional integrity, and artistic contributions of
tellers who have greatly enriched the storytelling
culture of their region.

REGIONAL SERVICE & LEADERSHIP AWARD
Regional Service and Leadership Awards are presented
to individuals or organizations that have made a significant contribution to their local or regional
storytelling community and/or have used storytelling to make a significant contribution to the larger
community in which they live.

#NSNStoryCon
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NSN ORACLE AWARDS
The National Storytelling Network (NSN) values our members and their art by
annually recognizing individuals and organizations for their outstanding contributions
to storytelling by presenting them with an ORACLE Award.
Now is the time to start thinking about honoring a deserving storyteller or storytelling
supporter through the NSN ORACLE Awards in 2022. The NSN ORACLE Award
Categories are Lifetime Achievement, Circle of Excellence, Regional Excellence,
Distinguished National Service, Talking Leaves, International StoryBridge, and
Regional Service and Leadership.
The NSN ORACLE committee only gives awards that come through YOUR
nominations. It’s up to each of you to recognize those deserving folks who may
otherwise be overlooked. All nominations require a nomination form, narrative
addressing qualifications, and three (3) letters of support.
Nomination for the Regional Excellence Award is the only award that requires a video
sample. This category recognizes the creativity, professional integrity, and artistic
contributions of tellers who have greatly enriched the Storytelling culture of their
region. Note: A video is required with this nomination since the evaluation committee
may be unfamiliar with the nominee’s Storytelling work.
Please be careful to address the criteria of each separate award in your nomination,
particularly keeping in mind the differences between Regional Excellence (evaluating
a candidate’s performance skills) and Regional Service & Leadership (evaluating a
candidate’s service & leadership actions).
Please visit https://storynet.org/about-nsn/awards/nsn-oracle-awards/ for ORACLE
Award nomination and submission instructions.
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